SIM changes Winter BOD meeting 2019

Remove from section 4-D Advancement Criteria “Stand-up landing”
It will also have to be removed from Category D on the 4-page A License card but remains a Criteria for the A License I would recommend moving it to the back of the card under A-license check dive as follows:

- Check dive with USPA instructor
  (See SIM Sec. 3-2.A.1.c)
- Stand-up Landing
- 25 skydives

Add to Section 5-1.E Partial Malfunctions
5. Spinning main parachute malfunctions can lose altitude significantly faster and require a rapid response. Checking your altitude more frequently is required to ensure cutting away the main parachute and deploying the reserve is done above your decision altitude.

Add to Section 2-1.G.1
c. On any student jump, the supervising instructor or both instructors if a two-instructor jump, must submit a completed incident report to USPA within 48 hours if any AAD was activated on the jump. No disciplinary action will result from this self-report

Remove the aerial performance style and international series from B & C License
Section 3-1

**B LICENSE**

1. Persons holding a USPA B license are able to exercise all privileges of an A-license holder, perform night jumps, with 100 jumps are eligible for the USPA Coach Rating, and must have—
   a. obtained a USPA A license
   b. completed 50 jumps including:
      (1) accumulated at least 30 minutes of controlled freefall time
      (2) landed within 33 feet of target center on ten jumps
   c. aerial performance requirements, either:
      (1) demonstrated the ability to perform individual maneuvers (left 360, right 360, back loop, left 360, right 360, back loop) in freefall in 18 seconds or less
      (2) or successful completion of the planned formation(s) on ten formation skydives, or ten formation freefly skydives, at least five of which, in either discipline, must involve at least three participants
d. documentation of live water landing training with full equipment in accordance with the procedures in the Skydive’s Information Manual
e. complete all of the requirements listed on the USPA Canopy Piloting Proficiency Card
f. passed the written USPA B license exam conducted by a current USPA I, IE, S&TA, or USPA Board member.
C LICENSE

1. Persons holding a USPA C license are able to exercise all privileges of a B-license holder, are eligible for the USPA Instructor rating (except USPA Tandem Instructor), participate in certain demonstration jumps, may ride as passenger on USPA Tandem Instructor training and rating renewal jumps, and must have—
   a. met all current requirements for or hold a USPA B license
   b. completed 200 jumps, including accumulating at least 60 minutes of controlled freefall time
   c. landed within seven feet of target center on 25 jumps
   d. aerial performance requirements, either:
      (1) during freefall, perform in sequence within 18 seconds—a back loop, front loop, left 360-degree turn, right 360-degree turn, right barrel roll and left barrel roll
      (2) completed at least two points on an 8-way or larger random freefall skydive
   e. Successful completion of fifty formation skydives, or fifty formation freefly skydives, at least ten of which, in either discipline, must involve at least four participants
   f. Passed the USPA written C license exam conducted by a current USPA I, IE, S&TA, or USPA Board member.